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Abstract 

The first 3D printing related patent was from 1984 

in USA. ASTM has defined the name of Additive 

Manufacturing in 2009. ASTM also has classified the 

technology to 7 different processes. Franz, the “Hidden 

champion” of Taiwan points out the 3D Systems’ 

SLA7000 are too slow in building up speed, too 

expensive in maintenance cost. It will be grateful if a 

middle size, good part quality, high building up speed, 

and low maintenance cost system is available in the 

market.  

The development of the top exposure high speed 

stereolithography system includes the process principles 

and image related technologies. Moreover, the 

photopolymer material as well as the forming ability 

experiment is also involved. The results of the develop 

system shows the working volume is in dimension of 

432×384×500 mm. The resolution in X-Y plane is 0.2 

mm, the thickness is 0.1 mm, and the building up speed 

is 15sec a layer. 

 

Keywords：Additive Manufacturing, Top Exposure, 

Stereolithography 

1. Objective 

Although there are a lot of different processes of 

Additive Manufacturing and multiple options of 

material, in the present, products are restricted in the 

formation limitation and size. In the market, large 

prototypes can be made by SL (Sheet Lamination) and 

VP (Vat Photopolymerization) processes. Papers are 

used as the material in SL that only a small portion of 

the volume can become the final parts. It is a material 

waste and time squander method. Acyclic Diepoxy is 

used as material in VP that brings mechanical 

strength, complex structure, and precision. But the 

production time, product size, resolution, and 

precision are influent each other. As above limitations, 

these caused that making large products economically is 

the bottleneck on Additive Manufacturing. 

           2. Research methods 

The development of the top exposure 

Stereolithography system is divided to the 

manufacturing process and optical imaging. This 

research develops VP (Vat Photopolymerization) system 

using projectors. The experiment based on the 

developed system has been carried on for benchmark 

testing. The principle of the process is introducing Jelly 

like transparent media in order to reduce the separating 

force, and introducing replacing liquid to reduce the 

need of resin. The framework consists of the following 

steps: 

 

2.1 Reduce the separating force between Jelly 

   like transparent media and forming layer. 

  The objective of this research is focusing on the 

separating force reduction between the transparent 

constrain media and the new forming layer. The Jelly 

like transparent media is added on the resin side of the 

hard translucent glass. The soft layer is a part of 

Polymerized Siloxanes thick film. This two layer clamp 

the structure of metals. Finally, the teflon film was 

attached on the soft layer with a 0.1 mm thick, as shown 

in figure 1 and figure 2. The research that expects to 
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protect Polymerized Siloxanes thick file and has 

non-stick characteristics of Teflon. The polymerized 

siloxanes film has the characteristic of flexibility and 

Stretchability. Because of the good performance for the 

material property. It is possible for the layer forming 

process to be come true. When the projecting light cures 

the forming layer. The separating force for the forming 

layer is reduced by Teflon film. Finally, the workpiece 

will be made successfully with no damage.  

 

 

 

Figure1: Jelly like transparent media Schematic 

diagram 

 

 

     Figure 2 : soft layer of Jelly like transparent media 

Schematic diagram 

2.2 Test cantilever support structure overhang 

When building different shape of workpieces, it is 

possible need to add support structure. The test 

cantilever test piece is used to evaluate the possible 

distance of the overhang. The Cantilever test processing 

diagram is shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3 : Cantilever test processing diagram 

Each layer thickness of 0.01 mm has been 

processed. The Cantilever test finished products as 

shown Figure 4,5. 

Observed a different span of each sheet are no 

significant sagging and outermost sheet extending 

inward from the two ends are no sagging., shown in 

Figure 4.and 5. When careful observation can be seen 

from right to left group 5 sheet began to have slight 

sagging, and increases the length of the cantilever, 

group 6 to 8 sheets even serious delamination, 

dislocation and so on. 

We came to the conclusion that outermost extending 

inward from the two ends of the cantilever support at 

least up to 84 mm, the outwardly extending from a 

single point of the cantilever support can only reach up 

to 20 mm of length. To make a summary, to make it 

more than the length of this cantilever, then you need to 

add additional support. 

 

 

  
Figure 4: Cantilever test finished products front view 

 

 

Figure 5 : Cantilever test finished products Lateral 

view  

 

2.3 Reduce the amount of resin by replacing 

liquid 

In this research, Glycerol is used as the replacing 

liquid. The density of Glycerol is 1.26. It is higher than 
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the photo-curing resin. It is not easy to have chemical 

reaction with the photo-curing resin. The properties of 

the Glycerol are no color, no smell and no toxicity. It is 

easy to be cleaned by water. The forming process 

utilizes a large quantity of Glycerol instead of 

photo-curing resin to make a workpiece.  

In order to reduce the amount of resin, conserve 

money, keep the quality of the resin, the forming 

process are under Jelly like transparent media of 

thickness 3cm height immersed in light-curing resin, as 

shown in Figure 6. While understanding the production 

of large workpiece. It can test how Z axis lifting 

platform frequent will result light-curing resin and 

Glycerol reaction. It might affect the separation between 

light-curing resin and glycerol. This experiment get 

light-curing resin and glycerin put into a transparent 

glass bottles, it can find that it will become a few mixed 

condition, as shown Figure 7(a). After stirring for 30 

seconds evenly shown Figure 7(b).It store opaque shield 

after was observed at 6 hours, Shown Figure 7(c). 
Light-curing resin and glycerol can be separated 

completely. 

    

 Figure 6 : Support the use of Glycerol of Schematic 

diagram 

 

    
(a)        (b)         (c) 

Figure 7 : Glycerol and light-curing resin separation 

showing the results of Schematic diagram:(a) Pour 

the resin, Glycerol become a few mixed condition; 

(b) After stirring for 30 seconds, the resin is mixed 

with the glycerol evenly; (c) After stabilizing 6 

hour, Resin and Glycerol Separate. 

 

2.4 The projection light of generating 

 Technology. 

The STL file format use the control program and 

read archive is ASCII file, there are different ways from 

the segmentation. After the STL file loaded, the control 

program will calculation of the OpenGL library. Then 

STL file data were automatically cut layer, it can obtain 

2D cross-sectional profile data and display dynamic 

lighting at Setting area. 

Users can use the model edit window to define side 

of molding area the size of the projector and then can 

operate STL module, rotation, scaling. 

The control program will cut layer immediately 

after the 2D cross-sectional profile of the dynamic 

lighting display on the right of the projection of the 

setting area. 

 

 
Figure 8 :  light cut layer control pictures 

 

2.5 The support structure is automatically   

   generated technology. 

The Additive Manufacturing is a technology of 

adding layers processing and it have variety of 

procedure. It may result in many complex shapes of 

finished products, we needs to added support structure 

to assist the Additive Manufacturing, such as figure 9. 

Besides, most of Additive Manufacturing needs support 

structure. Light as a model to the market, the model will 

use the tree status to structure. 

 

Glycerol 

Light-curing resin 
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Figure 9:  Support structure software diagram 

 

2.6 Distortion correction and image stitching  

   Technology. 

The projector can conduct image stitching after   

adjust the projector. The light formula of Additive 

Manufacturing that have ability of high-resolution. 

Today Additive Manufacturing systems can achieve the 

best manufacturing methods fineness, so the image 

morph will impact on the shaping of the good quality. 

In the single light cut layer, we call light cutting. 

Light cutting scan sequence called path planning. Light 

cutting layers engagement to deal with, called boundary 

overlapping engagement. 

 

影像校正

 

(a) Image distortion and skew 

影像校正

 

(b) Reduction of image correction 

Figure 9 : Image distortion correction and reduction 

of Schematic diagram. 

     

The definition of the forming region in this 

study is 384×432 mm. It was image splice with two 

projectors and each of the forming region is 

384×216 mm. Therefore, corrector plate is drawn 

by 4×7 rectangle bisector. Then we can get 

twenty-eight crossover point of correcting plate, 

such as figure 10 and 11. In the middle of four 

crossover points is shared for two projectors. It can 

against the part of image junction to conduct 

splicing. 

 

 Figure 10 : Correction schematic drawing board 

 

 
Figure 11: Correction dedicated window Figure 

 

2.7 Experimental molding applications 
During my graduate studies can complete a vase of 

hollow structure, so we use 3D diagram software to 

conduct model diagram conversion. Through the 

software, we can carry on the dynamics light layer cut, 

image distortion correction, system control of hardware 

and so on.  

After that, we can use light curing resin to operate 

the experiment. On the light procedure, after the 

dynamics light project through the Jelly like transparent 

media, light curing resin will let resin become harder. 

Then following the automatics control processing flow, 

the experiment can be finished. The work piece needs 

methanol to wash it. After that, we still need to use UV 

curing before hardening, such as the finished products, 

figure 12. 
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Figure 12 : Large hollow vases Products 

(Diameter 300 x High 400 mm) 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

This study, second annual, is based on the first 

annual, then fulfill the new the top exposure 

Stereolithography System of Additive Manufacturing 

system. It becomes more consummate, its forming 

region is 384×432×500 mm, flat-screen resolution is 

1920×1080(0.2mm), covered with a layer thickness is 

0.05mm, overlay velocity is 15 sec per lay. After 

finished products completed and achieve the goal, we 

can complete the parameter adjustment of material and 

processing, after-treatment, contraction verification and 

so on. 

4. Conclusions 

Besides the hardware structure, we still need to 

compensate the optics and image technique. For 

instance, the technique of the light, support structure 

automatic generation, projector adjustment, compensation of 

image deform and so on.  

To develop the manufacture system, we need to 

achieve the correct work piece of manufacture ability. 

We also needs to integrate whole techniques. After that, 

integrate it into the all-in-one control software of current 

machine control system so that we can finish consistent 

integrated work. 

In addition, working time is less than scraper and 

other machine. The purpose is to satisfied the industrial 

designing, the demand of manufacture marketing and 

achieve variety of complex work piece. Through the 

shrinkage calculation and measure of surface roughness, 

we can find that flat-screen resolution is well enough to 

structure the product of smooth surface. It needs to 

match with the demand of green stock. 

Finally, the finished products need sufficient 

strength in order to conduct sanding process, spray toner 

and so on. 
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摘要 

第一個 3D 列印技術的專利在 1984 年由美國提

出，且 ASTM 已正式定義其學名為 Additive 

Manufacturing，並分出了七種不同的製程方式。法藍

瓷公司提出其所使用中的 3D Systems SLA7000 系統

的加工速度太慢、維護成本太高，希望台灣的本土公

司能開發一可製作中大尺寸、加工品質佳、加工速度

快、維護成本低的系統。在與好年公司共同討論下，

認為「上照式光成型積層製造技術開發」是具有可行

性，而且具有在台灣技術紮根的先導概念。 

計畫相關之技術可分為製程原理技術及光學與

影像技術，另將同時配合光硬化樹脂之材料開發、成

型應用實驗等。其中核心的製程原理技術上可分為隔

離膜與成型層之分離力降低、成型工件自重影響降

低、成型槽樹脂用量降低等三個技術，以達到系統功

能提昇。光學與影像技術將包括投影光罩之產生、支

撐結構自動產生、投影機調校、及影像變形校正，以

使開發之系統能達到可以製作尺寸正確工件之能力。 

上照式積層製造系統之目的為打造加工成品之

尺寸為 432×384×500 mm，其平面解析度 0.2mm，層

厚為 0.1mm，平均鋪層速度每層 15 秒。除了系統開

發外，在開發完原型機後，將進行材料暨製程的參數

調整及後處理、收縮驗證等成品測試。 

 

關鍵字：積層製造、上照式、光固化成型 
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